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We

strongly protest international scientific journal Vaccine’s unfair treatment of an animal experiment article

suggesting toxic effects of HPV vaccine (Joint Statement)
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An article “Behavioral abnormalities in young female mice following administration of aluminum adjuvants and the human
papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine Gardasil,”which was written by nine researchers including R.Inbar and Y.Shoenfeld, revealed
that mice which were administered the vaccine tended to show behavior disorders such as movement disorder and disturbance
of short-term memory compared to the control group. Although the article was reviewed and published on online edition of
an international medical journal Vaccine (edited by Dr.Gregory Poland and published by Elsevier B.V.) based on judgment
by its associate editor Prof. Danny Altmann, it was later in January 2016 “forcefully withdrawn” in accordance with wishes
of Dr.Poland, Vaccine’s chief editor. We wish to prevent health hazards caused by adverse drug reactions including vaccine
by scientific evidence, therefore we deplore such a unilateral action by the journal. Academic journals adopting peer proper
review system normally accept and publish article after normal proof readings, but as to this article it is reported that
“By an individual decision of chief Editor, Dr.G.Poland, who has conflict of interests with companies producing vaccines,
it was withdrawn without providing no information to the authors." (according to Shoenfeld,Y. Personal Letter to Dr.Poland
dated 6th March 2016).

We have discussed the matter and would like to point out following four problems:
1.

Although the article went through regular review and was published on online edition of the Journal, it was later
“forcefully withdrawn” in accordance with an order issued by the Journal’s chief editor. We have to say accordingly
that the unprecedented handling of the article lacks fairness.

2.

The reason of this “forceful withdrawal” was described such as “This article has been withdrawn ・・・due to serious
cencerns regarding the scientific soundness of the article. ・・・the methodology is seriously flawed．
“ This wording
is considered to be quite intentional stance to the article’s authors because the article was once published on online
edition after normal process of review system. If it is considered that such intentional stance is justifiable, we cannot
but point out that there existed “serious flaws ”in the normal review processes of the journal Vaccine.

3. This “forceful withdrawal” of the article amounts to a kind of “scientific misconduct.”
4. There is a conflict of interests between the chief editor who ordered “forceful withdrawal” and vaccine manufacturers.

We ask the Vaccine’s chief editor as well as the Publisher to acknowledge frankly their unfair and unprecedented handling
of the article and to apologize to the authors.
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